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ARET Case study: A small woodworking company

Situation

The small woodworking company started its operations in 2006 and has 2 full-time employees with
more than 10 years of experience and trained in woodworking. They mainly produce custom
furniture for their customers. The shop is not spacious nevertheless for the current volume of sales is
adequate. The safety gears are used by the employees and they keep the shop clean. Furthermore, the
finishing of the furniture is outsourced to a local company. This study will focus only on hazard
related to the machines but a global evaluation of all hazards is required.

Machinery

The machines currently used by the company have been acquired new and used. Table 1 reproduces
the list of machines that will be considered in the risk assessment study. The owner and employees
have reviewed the potential hazard that each machine presents. They are given in the second column
of Table 1 and some notes on the equipment that will be used in the evaluation later.

Table 1. List of machines and potential hazards

Machine type Potential hazards Note
Table saw - Cuts or loss of fingers following contact with

the saw blade.
- Bruise or serious injury when the blade

catches the stock and throws it back toward
the operator (kickbacks)

Bought used and the saw
blade guard is missing.
Used frequently.

Manual wood lathe - Clothing, hair, or hands may be caught by and
pulled into the cutter or the rotating stock.

- Wood splinters and chips may be thrown by
the cutting action.

- The work piece may be thrown out.

Bought new. No guard.
Rarely used.

Radial arm saw - Cuts or loss of fingers following contact with
the saw blade.

- Stock caught in the blade or fed in the wrong
direction may be thrown back at the operator
(kickbacks).

Guard is present but no
brake. Used frequently.

20” Surface planer - Cuts or loss of fingers following contact with
the cutting head.

- Clothing, hair, or hands may be caught by and
pulled into the automatic feed mechanism.

- Stock may be thrown back at the operator
after being caught by the cutter head.
(kickbacks)

Bought new.

All the machines may throw wood splinters and chips during operation. This hazard is only
considered for the lathe since the employees have complained of it in the past.

For more information on woodworking hazards and potential solutions to reduce the risk, please
consult the links at the end provided by OSHA.
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Risk assessment

Now, let’s evaluate the risk of the 4 machines using the ARET2 tool. For each of the machines we
need to set the 2 parameters; Severity (S) and Probability of harm (Ph). For more information please
refer to ARET tool explanation.

a) Table saw

For the table saw, the most severe harm can be death if a kickback happens to hit the head of a
worker. This will give us a severity of 7. The likelihood that the hazardous event will result in the
severity just defined will be set to «Likely» due to the fact that the guard is absent. The fact that the
employees are trained and experienced decided in not putting Ph to «Very likely».

The ARET2 tool gives an estimated risk value of 93/100. This value
corresponds to a risk level 4 and the following message:

« The estimated risk level is too high. You need to do a risk reduction
analysis to mitigate that risk and make the necessary changes to reduce the
risk to a tolerable level. »

The use of a guard is required and the company should look to add an automatic feed equipment that
will prevent kickback. With those 2 risk reduction methods, the S can be reduced to 4 and the Ph to 3.
The risk value will be reduce to 56 and correspond to a tolerable risk level of 2.

b) Manual wood lathe

In the case of the manual wood lathe, the most severe harm can be death if the work piece gets
thrown at the head of a worker. This will yield a severity of 7. The likelihood that the hazardous
event will result in the severity just defined will be set to «Unlikely» due to the fact that no guard is
present. The fact that the lathe gets a relatively low usage and employees are trained and experienced
decided in not putting Ph to a higher level.

The ARET2 tool gives an estimated risk value of 74/100. This value
corresponds to a risk level 3 and the following message:

«The estimated risk level is high. You should do a risk reduction analysis and
take actions to reduce the risk at a tolerable level. »

The use of a guard could probably reduce the Severity and the Probability of harm one level. This
will to decrease the risk value to 60 or risk level 2.

c) Radial arm saw

The radial arm saw is mostly used to cut wood to length. Even though, the most severe hazard can be
death if a kickback happens to hit the head of a worker yielding a severity of 7. The probability of
harm for the severity just defined will be set to «Unlikely» due to the fact that a guard is present and
that the tool is rarely used in the dangerous situation.

The ARET2 tool gives an estimated risk value of 74/100. This value
corresponds to a risk level 3 and the following message:

«The estimated risk level is high. You should do a risk reduction analysis and
take actions to reduce the risk at a tolerable level. »

The addition of an automatic feed equipment that will prevent kickback can lower the severity and
probability of harm resulting in a lowered risk value.
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d) 20” surface planer

The surface planer is 3 years old and is equipped with anti-kickback fingers. The most severe injury
possible would be cuts or loss of fingers due to contact with the cutting head. This will give a severity
of 5. The likelihood that the hazardous event will result in the severity just defined will be set to
«Unlikely».

The ARET2 tool gives an estimated risk value of 60/100. This value corresponds
to a risk level 2 and the following message:

« The estimated risk level is tolerable. You can do a risk reduction analysis to
further reduce the risk. »

No actions will be taken for this equipment at this time.

Conclusion

The woodworking company needs to reduce the risk level of 3 of its 4 main machines used in
production. The most urgent action is to install a guard to the table saw. Table 2 presents a summary
of the risk estimation and the actions required for each machines.

Table 2. Summary of risk estimation and actions

Machine type Risk estimation Actions
Table saw 93/100 or risk level 4 - Install blade guard.

- Add automatic feed.
Manual wood lathe 74/100 or risk level 3 - Install a guard.
Radial arm saw 74/100 or risk level 3 - Add automatic feed.
20” Surface planer 60/100 or risk level 2 - None

Links

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/woodworking/table_saws.html
http://63.234.227.130/SLTC/etools/woodworking/production_lathes.html
http://63.234.227.130/SLTC/etools/woodworking/radial.html
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/etools/woodworking/planers_moulders.html


